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Abstract 

The effect of robot dynamics o n  autonomous navi- 
gation is a key issue in sensor-based motion planning. 
I n  most of existing works, the solution is attempted by 
separating the planning and control into two sequen- 
tial stages; as a minus,  this may ,  f o r  example, ud- 
versely effect the algorithm convergence. The  strategy 
proposed in this paper solves the problem by combining 
motion planning and control within a single-stage pro- 
cedure. The procedure exhibits good dynamic behavior, 
while providing safety (collision avoidance) and fas t  
response. Results of testing the approach on  a com- 
mercial Nomad-200 mobile robot are presented. Also 
dascussed is the effect of model parameters o n  motzon 
performance. 

1 Introduction 

The approaches to autonomous robot motion plan- 
ning can be classified in terms of the amount of infor- 
mation available to the robot at each moment. In 
algorithms for planning with complete information, 
the workspace and the robot characteristics are as- 
sumed to be completely known a priori. This leads to 
the off-line calculation of the path, and reduces t,he 
problem to one in computational geometry [6]. The 
control is then a separate computational problem ad- 
dressed within the classical control theory. This is in 
contrast with the paradigm of motion planning with 
incomplete information, where only a subset of the 
workspace sensed by the robot is known at each in- 
stant [8]. 
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The motion of a physical robot is constrained by 
its kinematics, mechanical design, the properties of its 
drive system, and by its dynamics. As a result, a solely 
geometric solution to the motion planning problem is 
in general not feasible. For example, if a moving robot 
attempts to  make a sharp turn, it can tip over. Among 
the related issues, the connection between robot dy- 
namics and motion planning is perhaps the main one; 
it is also an active area of research. Considered ap- 
proaches can be called dynamic, to distinguish them 
from the ones that deal solely with geometric and kine- 
matic issues. 

This paper addresses sensor-based motion planning 
with dynamics primarily in the context of physical re- 
ality and experimental verification. The algorithm 
presented below takes into account constraints im- 
posed by the robot dynamics. An important prop- 
erty of the approach it; that it combines the sensor- 
based planning and the control mechanism within a 
single-stage operation. This provides simplicity and 
preserves convergence. Parameters of the model are 
analyzed and identified from experimental data. Deal- 
ing with the system dynamics explicitly turns out 
to be crucial for assuring safety in real-time motion 
planning. Experiments, carried out on a commercial 
Nomad-200 mobile robot, demonstrate the improved 
system behavior under the combined single-stage plan- 
ning/control procedure. 

2 The approach 

For the moment, cclnsider the problem of sensor- 
based navigation as one consisting of two separate 
problems: a geometric task of path generation (call it 
Path Planner), for the robot to move in the workspace 
filled with obstacles, and a control task (call it Con- 
troller), which generat es control commands to make 
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Figure 1: To handle system dynamics, planning and con- 
trol must be tied together within a single-stage cycle. 

the robot follow that path. The input information of 
the Path Planner is robot current coordinates, Ci, and 
the description of the surrounding obstacles. Its out- 
put is an intermediate target point, Ti, and a straight- 
line path segment that leads to it. The Controller's in- 
put is the current state Ci, current velocity vector vi, 
point Ti, and the path segment from the Path Planner 
which the Controller is expected to  execute. 

Notice a possible conflict, Figure 1. As the robot 
arrives at point Ci along the path ACi, it decides on a 
new intermediate target, Ti, and a straight-line path 
segment to it. Since it arrives at Ci with a non-zero ve- 
locity, because of the system dynamics it cannot make 
a sharp turn suggested by the Path Planner. To pre- 
serve continuity in velocity, the real path must have a 
bulge around Ci (shown in Figure 1 in solid line). This 
curved path could in principle cut through an obstacle, 
which the Path Planner would not consider because it 
is off the intended straight line path. It would be much 
better if the operation of the Path Planner would di- 
rectly account for the system dynamics. Besides plan- 
ning the path proper, it would then also plan for the 
velocity and acceleration as well. In the example in 
Figure 1, if the robot expected an obstacle beyond 
point Ci, it would slow down just enough to decrease 
the bulge in the path and to keep closer to the line 
CiTi, while keeping the velocity at its optimum. This 
is the idea that inspired the strategy discussed in [lo]. 

Under the proposed control, the robot always moves 
with the maximum velocity that is feasible under the 
circumstances. That is, if the intended path segment 
is a straight line, the robot will move with the max- 
imum absolute speed - unless it senses an obstacle 
in this direction, in which case it slows down or f and 
plans a detour. If the intended path segment is curved, 
sensing is done within a prescribed sector; again, the 
velocity is adjusted so as to guarantee safety. The 
robot model is implicitly included in the selection of 

Figure 2: Forward velocity: experimental data for the 
(ul, U) relation. 

the sensor scanning sector. A t  all times, the robot 
must have a guarantee of emergency stopping path, in 
case an obstacle cannot be avoided in a smooth fash- 
ion. 

3 Identification of Robot Dynamics 

The Nomad-200 mobile robot used in this work 
has a synchro-drive mechanism with decoupled con- 
trols of forward velocity and orientation. We are in- 
terested in the transfer function relation between the 
inputs ('uI,u2) and the robot actual motion (w,w),  
corresponding to the forward velocity U, and angular 
(turning) velocity w1 , respectively. We assume that 
the relations ( u ~ ,  U) and ( 2 ~ 2 ,  w) are mutually indepen- 
dent. Figure 2 shows the corresponding experimental 
data for the first relation. As shown, the command 
cycle period At is about 100 msec, which corresponds 
to about ten commands per second. In Figure 2 the 
value of the control u1 , responsible for the forward ve- 
locity motion U ,  changes between 15 and 24 *. This 
produces a change in the robot actual velocity, with 
some time delay, and a certain acceleration rate. Sim- 
ilar behavior appears with the second pair (see [l]). 
For each pair there is an extra configurable parame- 
ter, the rate of change of velocity, set to a = 1 0 9  
and a = 2 4 3 ,  respectively. 

For many applications the system response can be 
explained with a model with constrained inputs (see, 
e.g. [9, 21). This model has some range(s) within 
which the robot dynamics are not negligible. The 
robot motors, controlled by high frequency digital con- 
trollers, to set the velocities (w, U )  to the required val- 
ues ( z 1 1 , u 2 ) ,  work at high frequencies (1 kHz in the 
Nomad-200 case) under an independent microproces- 
sor control [3]. Velocities generated by motion plan- 
ning algorithms are usually commanded at  lower rates 
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Figure 3: Comparison of ( 1 ~ 1 ,  v) transfer function between 
the Nomad experimental data and model (4) 

(for example, four commands per second [2]). 'This 
allows one to ignore the control loop dynamics  with 
good precision, whenever the conditions above are ful- 
filled. When the planning frequency approaches the 
control frequency, the effect of the actual (rather than 
modelled) system dynamics is more pronounced, and 
larger deviations from the commanded values cain be 
expected. 

An alternative approach is to identify the input- 
output model from the actual robot response d!ata. 
Along this line, one can estimate the system parame- 
ters under specific, experimental conditions, or carry 
out on-line recursive identification. To identify trans- 
fer functions between (u1, w )  and (u2, w ) ,  we need first 
to select a candidate model. The best fit, obtained 
with the least squares approximation of experimental 
data, corresponds to a first order model with unity 
delay (it will be used in the next section in the moation 
planning algorithm design): 

Here al ,  bl are the parameters to be identified. The 
comparison results between the experimental data and 
the model are shown in Figure 3. The real robot and 
the identified model are fed with the same references, 
and the responses are compared. From the identified 
model, the robot motion response for each control can 
be parameterized with ( K ,  t , ,  t,), where K is the gain 
ratio, t ,  the time to reach the reference (which relates 
to the maximum acceleration rate), and t ,  is the time 
delay in the reference changes. 

A constrained inputs model can be viewed as the 
discrete version of the differential equations 

M u  = rl , JW = 72 (2) 

where M is the robot mass and J represents the robot 
inertia distribution. Assuming that within the interval 

At = tl - to the inputs $=,? are constant, simple 
integration of the model (2) produces, 

71 7 2  

M J v(t1) = v(to) + - . At w(t1) = w(to) + - . At (3) 

As mentioned above, from the control+planning point 
of view the main limitation of this model is that typical 
built-in digital motor controllers do not give one an 
ability of direct torque control. We can model the 
motor torque with the equations 7 1  = kl(ul - vk) and 
7 2  = k2(u2 - wk), with k1[%] and kz[Kg$] being 
dimensional constants. Our controls are now (211, uz),  
and the corresponding motion equations are: 

kl  

M v(t1) = v(to) + - ( ~ 1  - w ( t 0 ) )  . At (4) 

These relate directly t,o the difference equation identi- 
fied in (1) from the experimental data, which can be 
considered an approximation of the differential equa- 
tion 

with fv = lC1v and fLJ = k2w being linear functions, 
and ?1 = klul, 72 I= k2u2. The relation between 
the identified parameters and this continuous model 
is given by: 

(7) 

The second control is treated similarly. Model (6)  had 
been used in robot motion control before [4]. Note 
that when f,, = 0 and fu = 0, model ( 6 )  is reduced to 
(2). 

4 The Algorithm 

As explained in Section 11, within one command 
cycle the navigation problem in our system is divided 
into two stages. First, the planner algorithm produces 
the next intermediate goal. Then the velocity con- 
troller, based on the sensor scan of the environment, 
decides what controls; are to  be applied in the next 
cycle so as to  reach the intermediate goal in minimum 
time. The higher the command frequency, the bet- 
ter the system performance. (The maximum velocity 
achievable by Nomad-200, wmaz = 24[?], requires 
about 10 control commands per second). 

The planner can be implemented with any conver- 
gent sensor-based momtion planning algorithm; in our 
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experiments, the VisBug algorithm [7] has been used. 
The controller makes use of the scheme proposed in 
[lo]; in brief, it operates as follows: 1) compute con- 
trols to reach the intermediate goal in minimum time, 
2) scan the workspace to check if the computed con- 
trols guarantee an (emergency) stopping path in the 
next robot position, 3) if so, proceed at the maxi- 
mum speed; otherwise, find suboptimal controls that 
guarantee the stopping path. The Safe-Scan Window 
(SSW) is the minimum sector that the robot sensors 
need to scan at  each planning cycle in order to assure a 
safe stopping path if needed, no matter what the robot 
velocity and direction of motion are. When designing 
the SSW sector, the requirements to the motion stated 
above - high speed, safety and convergence - must be 
respected. Its design will depend on the robot motion 
equations. 

The integration of these non-holonomic motion 
equations is not easy because of the coupling between 
velocity and orientation. Alternatively we can use a 
worst case analysis. To simplify the implementation, 
the same size area, based on the worst case, will be 
always scanned. This sector is found based on two 
canonical operations that cover the worst case of an 
emergency stop. These are the “Panic Stop” and the 
“Turn Panic Stop”, adopting the nomenclature in [5 ] .  
The robot will scan an area big enough to assure that 
these two operations are always available. 

The Panic Stop operation occurs when the robot 
initial conditions are ( V , W ) ~ ~  = (vmaZ,O) and an 
emergency stop is required. This happens when the 
robot senses an obstacle while moving at the maxi- 
mum speed along a straight line. Intuitively, the best 
controls to apply in order to stop here are (211, 2 1 ~ ) ~ ~  = 
(0,O). The identified model (1) predicts a straight line 
stop path, with an exponential deceleration given by 
v k  + a l V k - 1  = 0, or, using the model in (4): 

The distance Td to stop must include the distance tra- 
versed due to the time delay; this leads to 

Then, the linear velocity will decrease exponentially 
-5l.t following the equation (6), giving v = voe M . 

The Turn Panic Stop operation corresponds to an 
emergency stop when the robot is turning at its max- 
imum speed. The corresponding conditions will then 
be ( U ,  w)Tps = (U,,,, wmaZ) .  The necessary controls 

z 
Figure 4: Turn Panic Stop operation 

will be again ( ~ 1 , 2 1 2 ) ~ ~ ~  = (0,O). From the robot mo- 
tion model, the linear velocity will decrease exponen- 
tially, following the same equations as those for Panic 
Stop. The angular velocity has the same first-order 
dynamics w = woe-?’. An approximate solution is 
possible if we assume that,  instead of w = 
w is constant during the whole maneuver. Then the 
orientation will increase linearly, following 8 = wot; 
call it the Constant Turn Velocity simplification. The 
stop trajectory describes an spiral curve: 

- p ~  cos(w0At) + W O  sin(w0At) Ax = O o ( e - P M A t  
P Z  + WO2 

+ PM ) Pk + WO2 

- - p M ~ t  -PM sin(w0At) - WO cos(woAt) Ay = vo(e 
P L  + WO2 

+ 1 Pk + WO2 

where p~ = 9. The portion of this spiral traversed 
by the robot depends on the time necessary to bring 
its forward velocity to zero. Note that with this model, 
only when p~ = 9 is zero, (that is, the term fu in 
( 6 )  vanishes), we can say that the forward velocity 
remains constant, v = VO. If the robot is able to turn 
fast enough, it can move inside the cone given by the 
worst case. This has been the case in the experiments 
with the Nomad: the control system demanded the 
opposite turn; the robot was able to produce it before 
stopping, moving towards the inside of the safe area. 

From that, and given the Nomad’s sonar sensing, a 
triangular scan window was selected as shown in Fig- 
ure 4. Two parameters define the SSW area: height 
( d f )  and aperture ( p ) .  The SSW height ( d f )  is de- 
fined by the Panic Stop operation. Let us call the 
actual robot velocity, ~k the maximum distance trav- 
eled within a control cycle, and T d  the distance needed 
to stop with maximum brake effort in the Panic Stop 
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operation. Using equation (9), the height condition is 

T k  = V k ( A t  f t , )  df 2 T k  + rd (12) 

This is because the distance traversed within a control 
cycle depends only on the robot current status V k .  us- 
ing in these expressions the worst case v k  = v,,, fixes 
df: it now depends only on the robot model parame- 
ters and can be computed off-line. 

The aperture p of the “Turn Panic Stop” spiral is 
obtained from equations (10,ll).  It should be snffi- 
cient to guarantee a stop maneuver inside the scanned 
area in the worst case of turning, when (w,,, , w ~ ~ ~ ) ~ .  

Two parameters define the maximum curvature of 
turn with these velocities: the deceleration time until a 
complete stop t d e c  (given by ( lo) ) ,  and the minimum 
turning radius T,,~ (assuming no deceleration, it is 
rmaz = 2; it can be calculated better from the model 
equations). Finally, the cone angle of the scanning 
cone must be enough to cover the robot dimension (a 
circle of radius r , ) ,  and to satisfy another restriction: 
df tan p >_ r , .  In our case the robot characteristics 
are 

The scan window will be of dimensions rk = :LOO, 
T d  = 290 (in tenths of an inch), and 6 

The velocity control strategy has to satisfy these 
considerations: 1) if there are no obstacles inside the 
scanned area, the robot should move at the maximum 
velocity, 2) if an obstacle appears inside the area, the 
robot should have enough time for a complete stop, 
no matter what its current velocity, 3) when an ob- 
stacle appears on the robot’s way, it should reduce its 
velocity orland plan a detour. Once a detour is safely 
complete, the robot will accelerate again to  its max- 
imum speed. If it needs to stop due to the obsta.cle, 
a special recovery maneuver is invoked to modify the 
path [lo]. Intuitively, this strategy realizes an idea of 
maximum turning, by using the extreme values of the 
controls: 

30 degrees. 

where 6 is the angle between the current position and 
the intermediate goal Ti (in the robot local fraime- 
work); K,,, K, values depend on the sensory data 
about the environment. With no obstacles inside the 
scanned cone, K, = ulmaz and K,  is chosen so as to  
produce maximum turning, uz = ugmas. If an object 
appears in the scanned area, the velocity is reduced 
lineraly, with Ku = ulma, 9 $, where d is the dis- 
tance to the nearest obstacle inside the area, and df 
the length of the scanned window. The robot decel- 
eration ability is accounted for in the value of df. If 

(a) 

( C )  
Figure 5 :  Experimental setup. a) The top view of the lab; 
objects 1,2,3,4 are additional obstacles. b,c) examples of 
local motion control. 

it’s clear that the deceleration is not sufficient to avoid 
the obstacle, the robot will come to a stop, and then 
initiate a detour. Such recovery is always possible for 
a synchro-drive robot. 

5 Experimental1 Results 

The experiments were carried out with a Nomad- 
200 robot, with the control algorithms implemented 
in the on-board 486-33MHz processor. The Safe-Scan 
window corresponds to a frontal sonar sensor. Based 
on the robot specifications, analysis above, and the 
energy profile of the Polaroid sonar sensor, the scan 
window aperture p was chosen at about 20 degrees. 
As the focus of the work is on the control strategy, 
some idiosyncrasies of a sonar sensor - such as false 
reflections from wall corners or from angular-shape ob- 
stacles - were avoided by a proper design of the test 
workspace. 

A sketch of the lab top view is shown in Figure 5a. 
Obstacles are walls and other objects (chairs, table - 
objects 1,2,3,4). A sequence of global goals is given, 
which presents the corners of a 2 by 2 meter square 
(shown in Figure 5a by straight line arrows). Con- 
sider the moment when the robot (shown as a small 
circle) is moving at it,r maximum speed through the 
point A. Between points A and B only forward veloc- 
ity is controlled. Given the robot model and sensory 
data, at each control cycle (with 20 cycles per second 
in our implementation) the motion planner defines a 
new intermediate goal T,, which happens to be un- 
changed until the robot arrives in the vicinity of point 
B. At B, new intermediate goals appear (eventually 
this becomes point C), and new velocities are selected. 
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Note that in the corners of the square the robot moves 
forward while siniultaneously turning towards its new 
intermediate target. 

Tests were carried out with different combinations 
of obstacles, to  study the system performance in var- 
ious cluttered situations. Examples in Figures 5b,c 
show typical turning paths. The following table sum- 
marizes one set of experiments, aimed at analyzing the 
performance of the proposed strategy. 

Path Le. Time (U,, a,) (w,, a,) 
Exp 1 3200 25.78 (240,300) (450,500) 
Exp 2 3200 22.53 ( 2 4 0 , ~ ~ )  ( 4 5 0 , ~ ~ )  
Exp 3 3505 24.77 (140,100) (450,500) 
Exp 4a 3422 22.92 (240,100) (450,500) 
Exp 4b 3802 22.57 (240,100) (450,500) 
Exp 4c 3990 22.88 (240,100) (450,500) 
Exp 4d 4450 22.68 (240,100) (450,500) 

Relation between the path length (in tenths of an 
inch) and motion time (in seconds) was studied un- 
der different velocity and acceleration patterns. In 
the first four experiments in the table above the en- 
vironment was as shown in Figures 5a. In Experi- 
ment 1, a "stop & turn" strategy was used in order 
to reproduce the exact square path, Figure 5a. The 
robot was accelerated and decelerated along both con- 
trol axes with accelerations a, and a,  (in 9 and 
y, respectively), and velocities U ,  and w,. The 
task was completed in about 26 sec; as expected, the 
path length was that of the 2mx2m square, about 3200 
of our .lin units. The same strategy is used in Experi- 
ment 2, except the robot was forced to  its acceleration 
limits ( U M  = 900 and a~ = 2000). This experiment 
represents the robot time performance limit, achieved 
at the expense of slippage, unstable motion and large 
localization errors. In Experiment 3 the velocity was 
controlled without any dynamic considerations, using 
the control law U = K ,  and w = K,(b - e ) ,  where 
values K ,  and K ,  are design parameters chosen em- 
pirically to  maximize the robot speed. 

In Experiments 4a to 4d the control strategy pre- 
sented in this paper has been used. Compared to  Ex- 
periments 1, 2, 3, the same task is finished in shorter 
time, in spite of smaller accelerations and smoother 
motion. Figure 6 shows the top view of the result- 
ing path. Motion starts at the lower left corner of 
the path square. The corresponding velocity profiles 
are shown in Figure 7. Experiments 4b,c,d relate to  
the same task and the same control strategy as in Ex- 
periment 4a, carried out in increasingly simpler en- 
vironments: Experiment 4b has no obstacle 4 in its 
environment, Experiment 4c - no obstacles 4 and 3, 

Figure 6: Exp.4a, cluttered Figure 7: Experiment 4a: 
environment; top view. velocities (forward & ang.). 

Experiment 4d - no obstacles 4, 3, 2. Overall, among 
the experiments shown in Table I, those based on the 
proposed strategy showed the best performance. 

The experimental results suggest that the proposed 
approach works well within the range of speeds tested. 
It would be interesting to test it at higher speeds and 
accelerations; it is conceivable that further improve- 
ment in performance might be necessary. For such 
experiments, a robot with the range of velocities and 
accelerations wider than Nomad-200 would be needed. 
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